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Without making any significant changes or sacrifices we have found that it’s
becoming easier to make choices that decrease our carbon footprints.

Transport and travel: Last year we cancelled a trip to Australia because
we couldn’t justify what taking those flights would add to the size of our
carbon footprints. We went to Dorset instead and had a wonderful time.
Before COVID-19 whenever I went to Coventry and Kenilworth I took the
bus. National Express (Euro6) buses are quieter, cleaner and less polluting
than the Stagecoach ones. We are a one-car household: it’s a plug-in
hybrid. We can go nearly 30 miles on battery power only, and as most of
our journeys are in and around town that cuts down on urban air pollution
too. That’s very important to me as I am a founder member of Clean Air
for Leamington. We’ve decided to try living without owning a car from next
year as we are driving less and less - sometimes we didn’t use the car for
weeks on end, even before lockdown.

We walk and cycle around town and to Warwick. It’s usually quicker door to
door than driving. I’m currently Mayor of Leamington and use a sponsored
electric bike for my engagements that are 3 miles or less from home. I want
to show that cycling is not only a normal means of transport but it’s possi-
ble to arrive dignified enough for a formal function. I’ve had only positive
responses from people when they realise I’ve come by bike.

Car clubs are already in Leamington for when we want to go further afield,
and calling an Uber is an infinitely superior experience to having to book
a conventional taxi. Bonus - you might get an electric or hybrid car where
local taxis are anything but. No cash changes hands, you and your driver
know each other’s identity. Other brands are available....not an advert...

Shop local: more and more we value not only what local retailers offer, but
also the opportunities for building relationships with people in our commu-
nity. Online shopping is only attractive up to a point and we hardly use it,
mainly because we’ve got enough Stuff already.

Plastic free: we shop at a local store that supplies groceries and cleaning
products in customers’ own containers. Haven’t bought a drink in a plas-
tic bottle for a couple of years. Or used a supermarket plastic bag. Our
household rubbish is now down to about 2 black refuse sacks a year, and
its mostly food packing.The sacks are pretty full and packed tight but we
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can do it. As it is, we only put out a small compostable bag every few
weeks. We compost all our peelings etc and recycle all glass tins paper
etc of course. Bamboo toothbrushes have appeared in the bathroom. Face
flannels have reappeared and wipes are banned.

Food: we grow most of our vegetables, as well as a significant amount
of our fruit, for at least 6 months of the year as we have an allotment. We
decided years ago to cut down on meat and are currently eating meat about
once a week. Cheese is our biggest failing, but we have more than halved
our milk consumption by switching to oat milk for coffee and cooking and
it’s terrific - give it a try.

Clothes: I was talking to my son months ago and suddenly heard the words
come out of my mouth: ’I’m not going to buy any new clothes for 5 years’.
Didn’t mention shoes though. 9 months down, 51 to go. Buying second
hand doesn’t count, but supports charities and local businesses

Heating the house: thermostats. Radiators off in rooms that are not occu-
pied. Secondary double glazing. We wear extra layers in winter and don’t
expect to be able to walk around in summer-type clothes in winter.

What else could we do? Loads more. Look forward to hearing what others
are doing!
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